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Most requested offprints


  Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


**GRF 2** James Griffin (2010), “Ought’ implies ‘can’: The Lindley Lecture, The University of Kansas’.

  Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.

**KAG 1** Shelly Kagan (2005), ‘The geometry of desert: The Lindley Lecture, The University of Kansas’.

  Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


  Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via the British Academy.


PAR 4  Derek Parfit (1991), ‘Equality or priority?: The Lindley Lecture, The University of Kansas’.

Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.

This is a longer version of ‘Equality and priority’, *Ratio* (1997), vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 202–21. Read it online via Wiley Online Library.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.

Another version of this article is Offprint WIG 13 in Folder W–Williams. It is from *Tijdschrift voor Filosofie*, vol. 71, pp. 239–69.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via the British Academy.


YOU 1  Iris Marion Young (2003), ‘Political responsibility and structural injustice: The Lindley Lecture, The University of Kansas’.

Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.
Other offprints, A-Z by author


Read this online via the British Academy.

Chapter in Otfried Höffe, ed. (2010), Aristotle’s “Nicomachean ethics” (Leiden: Brill). Read it online via Ebrary.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via Cambridge Core.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.

Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via Dalhouse University Libraries.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


BOS 1  James Boswell (1995), ‘Mr Boswell dines with Professor Kant’ (Bristol: Thoemmes).


Read this online via the British Academy.


CAP 1  Alessandro Capone (2002), ‘On Grice’s circle (further considerations on the semantics/pragmatics debate)’ (Messina).


Read this online via the Vatican.

CEN 1  Claro. R. Ceniza (1965), ‘Metaphysics’ (Zamboanga City: Zamboanga A. E. Colleges).


A different version of this was published in Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement (2006), vol. 58, pp. 113–36. Read it online via Cambridge Core or order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


  Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


  Contains ‘Arguments against connectionist models of the computational level of the brain’ by Christopher Cowell; ‘Transcendental idealism and Kant’s refutation of idealism’ by Scott Jenkins; ‘Folk psychology and eliminative materialism’ by Y. H. Hugh Kim; ‘Rakolnikov’ by Shua Knobe; ‘The categorical imperative: a story’ by Jeremy Giller; and ‘A talent for Bricolage: an interview with Richard Rorty’.


  Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


**DUM 2** Michael Dummett (1978), ‘What do know when I know a language?’ Lecture held at the Centenary Celebrations of the Stockholm University, May 24, 1978.


Read this online via the [British Academy](http://www.british-academy.ac.uk).


Read this online via the [KU ScholarWorks](http://www.ku.edu).


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


Read this online via [Cambridge Core](https://www.cambridge.org).}

GOW 1  Margaret Gowing (1975), ‘What’s science to history or history to science? An inaugural lecture delivered before the University of Oxford on 27 May 1975’ (Oxford: Clarendon Press). Donated to the library by Rom Harré.


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


Read this online via [Cambridge Core](https://www.cambridge.org).


Read this online via JSTOR.


Chapter in R. M. Hare (1971), Practical inferences (London: Macmillan). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


The original English version of these articles are R. M. Hare (1955), ‘Ethics and Politics I: Can I be blamed for obeying orders?’ The Listener, vol. 54 (13 October 1955), pp. 593–4 and R. M. Hare (1955), ‘Ethics and Politics II: Have I a duty to my country a such?’ The Listener, vol. 54 (20 October 1955), pp. 651–2.

The English version of the first article is a chapter in R. M. Hare (1972), Applications of moral philosophy (London: Macmillan). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


HAR 45 R. M. Hare (1966), ‘Peace: The Sixth Annual Lecture of the Research Students’ Association delivered at Canberra on 19 July 1966’ (Canberra: The Australian National University).

Chapter in R. M. Hare (1972), Applications of moral philosophy (London: Macmillan). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via the *British Academy*.


Read this online via the *IEA*.


HEID 1  Martin Heidegger (1959), ‘Zur Seinsfrage’, 2nd edition (Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann)


Read this online via the *British Academy*.

Chapter in Mary B. Hesse (1980), *Revolutions and reconstructions in the philosophy of science* (Brighton: Harvester). Borrow a copy from the library at *Q175 HES 1980*.


Read this online via *KU ScholarWorks*.

HOR 1 Jennifer Hornsby [1993?], ‘Naïve naturalism: For Davies and Hornsby class, week 2 M.T.’93’, 15 pages, typed.


Read this online via the British Academy.

Borrow a copy from the library at BD418.3.O24 OBJ 1994.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


An updated version of this article is a chapter in W. D. Hart, ed. (1996), *The philosophy of mathematics* (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Borrow a copy from the library at QA8.4 PHI 1996.

ISH 1 Hidé Ishiguro (1977), ‘Pre-established harmony versus constant conjunction: a reconsideration of the distinction between rationalism and empiricism: Dawes Hicks Lecture on Philosophy’, *Proceedings of the British Academy*, vol. LXIII, pp. 236–63.

Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via DigiZeitschriften.

An English translation of this is a chapter in Aurel Kolnai (2002), *Early ethical writings of Aurel Kolnai* (Aldershot: Ashgate). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


An English translation of this is a chapter in Aurel Kolnai (2002), *Early ethical writings of Aurel Kolnai* (Aldershot: Ashgate). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


KOL 5  A. Kolnai (under pseudonym Dr. A. Van Helsing), translated by Dr. Lisbeth Gombrich (n.d.), ‘Heidegger and National Socialism’, 9 pages, typed. This is apparently a translation of the article ‘Heidegger und der Nationalsozialismus’, *Der Christliche Ständestaat*, June 28, 1934.


Read this online via JSTOR.


  Read this online via the British Academy.


  Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


KRI 4  Saul Kripke, Ian Hacking [1973?], ‘Notes on Kripke’s lectures called “Empty Reference”: Shearman memorial lectures, University College London, November 8, 12, 19’, 18 pages, photocopy of typed document. Original stamped University of Cambridge Philosophy Faculty Library.

LES 1  V. Frederick Rickey (1972), ‘An annotated Leśniewski bibliography (Preliminary Version)’ (Department of Mathematics, Bowling Green State University), 39 pages, typed and bound.


The final version of this article is in *Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement* (1990), vol. 27, pp. 247–66. Read it online via Cambridge Core.


The final version of this article is in *International Studies in the Philosophy of Science* (1990), vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 51–65. Read it online via Taylor & Francis Online.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.

Article in *Philosophy* (1961), vol. 36, no. 137, pp. 112–27. Read it online via JSTOR.


Read this online via John Lucas’s webpage.

LKS 1  Steven Lukes (n.d.), ‘Reply to David Bloor’, 6 pages, typed.

The final version of this article is Steven Lukes (1982), ‘Comments on David Bloor’, *Studies in History and Philosophy of Science*, vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 313–18. Read it online via ScienceDirect.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


MCD 1  John McDowell (n.d.), ‘Twentieth-Century Transcendental Arguments: A Neglected Option?’, 18 pages, typed. This is possibly a talk given at the Fourth Athens-Pittsburgh Symposium in the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, June 2003, Delphi.


Read the original French version online via JSTOR.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


The final version of this is in Alison Jeffries, ed. (1999), Women’s voices, women’s rights: Oxford Amnesty lectures, 1996 (Oxford: Westview). Order a copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Chapter in Anthony Kenny (1986), Rationalism, empiricism, and idealism: British Academy lectures on the history of philosophy (Oxford: Clarendon Press). Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via the British Academy.


The final versions are in Christopher Peacocke (1993), Understanding and sense (Aldershot: Dartmouth).

PEA 10  Christopher Peacocke (1989), ‘What are concepts?’, 61 pages, photocopy of typed document. Introduction states that ‘The following three papers form the text from which I drew the material for three lectures under the general title “Concepts” at Princeton University in December 1988.’


Read this online via the British Academy.


PRI 3  A. N. Prior (1962), ‘Changes in events and changes in things: The Lindley Lecture, University of Kansas’.

Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


**Read this online** via the British Academy.


**Read the final version online** in *Philosophical Perspectives* (1990), vol. 4, pp. 499–533.


RAN 1  Rose Rand (1939), ‘Logik der Forderungssaetze’, 35 pages [p. 2 missing], typed.


**Read this online** via The Queen Mary Centre for Religion and Literature in English.


ROT 1  Hans Ingvar Roth (n.d.), ‘Monistic and pluralistic conceptions in meta-ethics’, 13 pages, typed.


  Read this online via JSTOR.

RYL 8 Gilbert Ryle (1962), ‘Thinking thoughts and having concepts’, *Logique et analyse*, vol. 5, pp. 157–168. [pp. 157–161 form the article, pp. 161–7 are notes from a discussion on it]


RYL 24 Gilbert Ryle (1968), ‘The Thinking of Thoughts’, University of Saskatchewan, University Lectures, No. 18.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


Read this online via KU ScholarWorks.


   Read this online via Persée.


   Read this online via JSTOR.


   Read this online via SpringerLink or JSTOR.

Borrow a copy from the library at **B525.D68 DOU 1980**.


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.british-philosophy.org/).

**TAM 2**  Charles Taylor (n.d.) ‘Justice after virtue’, 27 pages, typed.


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.british-philosophy.org/).


A revised version of this article is a chapter in G. H. von Wright (1957), *Logical Studies*, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul). **Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.**


WAL 13  R. C. S. Walker (1988), ‘The rational imperative: Kant against Hume: Dawes Hicks Lecture on Philosophy’, *Proceedings of the British Academy*, vol. LXXIV, pp. 113–33. **Read this online via the British Academy.**


WAR 7  G. J. Warnock (1966), ‘The primacy of practical reason: Dawes Hicks Lecture on Philosophy’, *Proceedings of the British Academy*, vol. LII, pp. 253–66. **Read this online via the British Academy.**

Chapter in Gilbert Ryle et al. (1968), *Studies in the philosophy of thought and action: British Academy lectures* (London: Oxford University Press). **Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.**


Order a lending copy to the library via SOLO.


Read this online via the British Academy.


Another version of this article is Offprint WIG 12 in the folder of most requested offprints. It was given as The Lindley Lecture, The University of Kansas, 2008. Read it online via KU ScholarWorks.


WIL 6  Bernard Williams (1965), ‘Morality and the Emotions: An Inaugural Lecture, Bedford College (University of London)’.


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www.britishacademy.org.uk).


WIL 8  Bernard Williams (1996), ‘Censorship in a Borderless World’, Faculty Lecture 16, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore. Donated to the library by the author.


A version of this without the English translation is in *Synthese* (1967), vol. 17, no. 3, pp. 233–53. Read it online via [JSTOR](https://www.jstor.org/).

WHM 1  Richard Wollheim (1965), ‘On drawing an object: An Inaugural Lecture, Delivered at University College London, 1 December 1964’ (London: Published for the College by H. K. Lewis).


Read this online via the [British Academy](https://www在网络上图书馆).


Read this online via [KU ScholarWorks](https://www在网络上图书馆).